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Abstract
Virtual assistants such as Google Assistant, Alexa and Siri emerged because of the
growth of NLP(natural language processing) technology. At the same time, virtual
reality has developed rapidly in recent years and has become a crucial tool in engineering product development procedures. However, people feel overwhelmed in some
complicated VR environments. Thus, this thesis tries to incorporate NLP technology into the VR environment and explores the value of intelligent voice guidance in
VR environments. In this thesis, a car repair training system with intelligent voice
guidance is designed: users can utilize voice to perform various tasks in this system,
such as; viewing all voice commands, teleporting to distinct work areas, inquiry regarding specific steps in a task, collaborating with system items, etc. This thesis also
discusses the user study process in detail. It is concluded that voice guidance is an effective method of teaching the training task, particularly for individuals who have no
prior experience with virtual reality. However, the current system still has a certain
amount of low accuracy, which is the future direction that needs to be improved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Section 1.1

Problem Definition
Oculus, HTC Vive, Playstation and other VR glasses have improved performance and
resolution in recent years. The falling price of VR glasses has also made VR much
more accessible. In 2022, the general population buying VR headsets to play VR
games is no longer unattainable.
VR can be involved in a wide range of fields, including Entertainment and Gaming, Training, engineering, healthcare, education, marking and sales, etc. Among
them, VR simulation training systems have attracted the eyes of many investors because of their short cycle time and high business value. In the past few years, many
companies have launched several VR simulation training systems, such as electrical
repair training systems, surgical training systems, automotive repair systems, power
simulation training systems, soft skills training systems, etc. These VR simulation
systems improve the immersion of interaction and the fun of interaction and, more
importantly, reduce the risk of actual training, which has opened a new era of the
contemporary training simulation.
1
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Figure 1.1: 2025 base case VR/AR software assumptions by Use case according to
Goldman Sachs
However, training systems also face some problems. Typically, training systems
are complex and often overwhelming to trainers when they first enter the system,
especially those without VR experience. Today’s training systems use some images
and text as interactive navigation to remind users of what action to take in what
situation. This type of interaction is intuitive and easy to implement. However, users
cannot easily access the most critical information when the interaction scenario is
complex and filled with much information. It is incredibly frustrating when faced
with a complex UI panel; users may click on several pages to find the function button
they need. Not only that, some training systems require two-handed interaction, in
which case users do not have extra hands to click on the UI panel. For the above
situation, if we can find a method to free users’ hands and and efficiently guide the user
interaction, users might face less difficulties when they are in the VR environment.

2
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Section 1.2

Motivation and Importance
1.2.1. Motivation
While some virtual reality games and projects have added voice guidance to compensate for the lack of image guidance, most voice guidance remains at the ”background
voice” level. For instance, when a user accomplishes a goal, the system automatically
notifies the user: ”Congratulations, you have earned 10 points.” While these voice
prompts can alleviate some of the user’s confusion and act as a form of instruction,
they are passive triggers. The user must perform a specific action to activate the
corresponding voice; however, if the user is confronted with a highly complex environment and is required to complete a ten-step task. When the user reaches the fifth
stage, they are perplexed and unsure how to proceed. In such a scenario, how is the
user to resolve his or her issues? The first and most common method is for the user
to click on the UI panel or search for hints or tutorials, whereas the second method
is for the user to attempt to figure out the correct solution through trial and error.
Neither of these two options appears to be very efficient. Alternatively, the user may
ask the system, ”Can you tell me what to do in step 5?” The system will then instruct
the user on a much more convenient and efficient method.
Siri, the intelligent voice assistant, can advise us on incorporating intelligent
speech interaction into the virtual reality training system. On the one hand, voice
interaction frees up the user’s hands and allows the user to concentrate on the task
at hand. On the other hand, the feedback nature of voice interaction enables the user
to inquire about the system, such as ”What activities should I do now?” or ”How is
my current task progress?” Such questions disallow users from interacting with the
UI via multiple clicks, which can save time.

3
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While many people have benefited from basic voice guidance, current NLP technology enables us to recognize and extract keywords from user speech quickly, which
means we can rely on NLP technology to facilitate intelligent, active interaction
guided by voice. In this thesis, speech guidance is divided into two components,
as shown in Figure 1.2 : the first is basic voice guidance, and the second is intelligent
voice recognition guidance.Thus, this thesis aims to combine the two and investigate
the role of voice guidance in virtual reality interaction.

Figure 1.2: Voice Guidance System

1.2.2. Importance
Suppose virtual reality training and NLP technology are combined to create a virtual
reality training system based on intelligent speech recognition. In that case, it should
assist users in interacting with and exploring more complex virtual reality environments. More precisely, the addition of voice interaction methods may be beneficial in
the following situations:
Navigation and Search via Voice. Navigating unfamiliar nested menus can be
time-consuming and challenging, even more so when using a controller to type into
VR keyboards. Voice can assist users in getting where they’re going more quickly.

4
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Voice Frequently Asked Questions. Searching for instructions or reminders on
how to complete a task is a great way to frustrate users and divert their attention away
from our app. However, what if users could inquire when they require assistance?
This could be beneficial, and it could also keep them engaged for a more extended
time.
Gameplay and Experience Driven by Voice. Immersing users in a virtual
reality game or application is critical for increasing their enjoyment. Voice-driven
gameplay has the potential to enhance some experiences to the point of being magical.
Consider winning a battle by using your voice to activate a magic spell or conversing
with the characters in our game or application.

Section 1.3

Related Work
My work builds upon previous research and explorations into voice recognition, focusing on voice recognition in a VR environment.
1.3.1. Intelligent Voice Recognition Technology
Zhen Wei [1] believes that intelligent speech technology is a communication technology that enables the realization of human and computer language. It entails speech
recognition, speech synthesis, and speech evaluation. Weinschenk and Barker [2] define speech recognition as ”the technologies that enable computers or other electronic
systems to identify the sound of a human voice, separate that sound from noise in
the environment, and accept the messages from the voice as input for controlling the
system”. Sang M. Lee [3] predicts in the future, we will see the emergence of a new
generation of voice-enabled service o↵erings, including intelligent agents, customer
care wizards, automated call center attendants, voice access to universal directories
5
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and registries, unrestricted dictation capability, and finally, unrestricted language
translation capability.
Speech recognition technology has advanced significantly in recent years, enabling
a lot of new applications. T. Kuhn et al. presents a speech recognition system
that is particularly suited for drivers and passengers in a vehicle environment [4] .
Jia and Donglai integrated speech recognition technology into e-commerce customer
service [5]. Gudipati Sravanthi et al. developed a voice recognition-based home
automation system [6]. Z. H. Abdullahi et al. developed a system that recognizes
the voice of the consumer and controls the movement of the robot through verbal
commands [7]. Some people have explored the educational implications of speech
recognition technologies. For example, Anushka Kanawade et al. gave an overview
of the integration of gesture and voice recognition used to implement the storytelling
application [8]; Xinxin combined speech recognition technology with interactive music
teaching [9]. In general, voice recognition technology plays an essential role in various
fields.
1.3.2. Intelligent Voice Recognition Technology in VR

Figure 1.3: The user points in the direction of the two vases and utters ”Make the
farthest vase disapperar”, which makes the vase at the back vanish. The closer vase
remains unchanges. Photo from paper [10].
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Speech recognition technology is not yet widely used in virtual reality technology, primarily due to incompatibility between speech recognition technology and the engines
used by many virtual reality platforms. Another reason is that speech recognition
technology in the virtual reality environment is still somewhat delayed.
However, this incompatibility has been greatly reduced in recent years, and several
companies have integrated voice recognition into their VR engines. ChangYuan and
BaiHui implemented some basic command operations using NLP technologies built
on the Unity engine in a virtual world. In their system, they can greet the robot in the
design and command it to walk 100 meters forward [11]. Although they didn’t achieve
very complex features, it’s still a good attempt. In 2020, Jaisie and Cosmin developed
Let’s Go There [10] which allows users to communicate in VR through two modalities
in tandem: hand pointing and voice. They implemented four functions in virtual
reality environments: positioning, object identification, information mapping, and
disambiguation, as shown in Figure1.3. This combination served as a more intuitive
means for users to communicate and navigate virtual environments. In addition to
applying voice technology directly in projects, some people use voice technology to
virtual assistants, which can help users achieve a better interaction experience to
some extent, for instance, Elena et al. developed a voice assistant in a virtual world
using voice recognition technologies to enhance users’ fashion retail experiences [12];
Michael created a voice-driven virtual assistant in remote laboratories to facilitate
visualization of electrical phenomena and to tutor students [13].
In general, based on the findings of the existing literature, developing NLP technology for speech recognition in VR is not difficult on a technical level. However,
in terms of usage, most people still use voice to simplify some operation commands
rather than to guide people’s interaction in virtual reality. The voice recognition
component is still entirely mechanical and insufficiently intelligent.

7
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Section 1.4

Content and Organization
I created a car repair garage environment and implemented the voice guidance system
to determine whether intelligent voice guidance can enhance user experience in a
VR training system. In this environment, users can actively ask questions and get
instructions to complete tasks as quickly as possible.
1.4.1. Content
Specifically, this thesis’s primary content is as follows:
1) Conducted literature searches on virtual reality voice guidance that incorporate
voice guidance and games;
2) Conduct user research and develop project prototypes based on the findings;
3) Create virtual a reality environment of a car repair garage using Maya, Photoshop, and other design tools;
4) Developed a basic virtual reality interaction system based on XR toolkit;
5) Developed an intelligent voice guidance system based on Wit.ai;
5) Invited 20 people to take part in evaluating this system;
6) Analyzed test results and organized findings.
1.4.2. Organization
Chapter 1 serves as an introduction. It discusses the topic’s background context, research significance, potential value and significance. Furthermore, this chapter summarizes significant findings and discusses the primary research’s content and structure.
Chapter 2 summarizes relevant technologies and development tools. It primarily
introduces the technical points and development tools discussed in the paper.
8
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Chapter 3 discusses user research. In this chapter, I invited 10 people with VR
experience to answer a questionnaire about voice guidance, from which I summarized
the attributes that a voice guidance system needs to have.
Chapter 4 is about system design. This system was disassembled into four modules: virtual reality environment, virtual reality interaction, intelligent voice, and
multitasking. This chapter also discusses the functions of these four sub-modules.
Chapter 5 discusses prototyping. The prototype was divided into four distinct
sections: the user interface, the style and colour scheme, the auto repair tutorial, and
the model simplification.
Chapter 6 primarily discusses implementation. This chapter details the implementation of the four primary module functions discussed in the preceding chapter
and the theoretical and technical principles underlying them.
Chapter 7 is about the evaluation. Twenty participants evaluated and validated
the core functions of the system.
Chapter 8 is the conclusion. It summarizes the primary research findings and
contributions of the thesis.

9

Chapter 2

Related Technology and
Development Tools
This chapter mainly explains the related technologies, principles and development
tools covered in the text, such as virtual reality technology, Unity engine, XR Interaction Toolkit, Oculus Quest 2 and Wit Ai. Unity Engine and XR Interaction Toolkit
are the core development tools for this project. Wit Ai is a speech recognition SDK
that helps us implement intelligent speech-to-text functions, and Oculus Quest 2 is
our virtual environment running platform.

Section 2.1

Virtual Reality
As the name implies, virtual reality is the combination of the virtual and the real
worlds. Virtual reality (VR) is a theoretical computer simulation system that enables
the creation and experience of a virtual world by generating a simulated environment
in which the user is immersed using computers. Virtual reality technology is the process of generating electronic signals from real-world data using computer technology

10

2.2 NLP

Related Technology and Development Tools

and combining them with a variety of output devices to create phenomena that people can feel. These phenomena can be real objects in reality or substances that are
invisible to the naked eye. Virtual reality refers to phenomena that are not directly
visible to us but are simulated in the real world using computer technology. Virtual
reality technology is popular due to its existence, multisensory capabilities, and interactive capabilities. People are becoming more aware of virtual reality technology,
which allows users to experience the most realistic feelings possible in a virtual reality
world. The simulation environment’s authenticity is indistinguishable from the real
world, providing users with a sense of immersion. VR enables human-computer interaction, allowing people to operate freely while receiving the most realistic feedback
from their environment.

Section 2.2

NLP
Natural language processing (NLP) is a subfield of linguistics, computer science,
and artificial intelligence concerned with the interactions between computers and human language, in particular how to program computers to process and analyze large
amounts of natural language data. The goal is a computer capable of ”understanding”
the contents of documents, including the contextual nuances of the language within
them. The technology can then accurately extract information and insights contained
in the documents as well as categorize and organize the documents themselves .
Challenges in natural language processing frequently involve speech recognition,
natural-language understanding, and natural-language generation [14].

11

2.3 Unity Engine

Related Technology and Development Tools

Section 2.3

Unity Engine
Unity Technologies has developed a cross-platform game engine. Since then, the
engine has been expanded to support a variety of platforms, including PC, mobile,
console, and virtual reality. It’s particularly popular for iOS and Android game
development, as evidenced by Pokémon Go, Monument Valley, Call of Duty: Mobile,
Beat Saber, and Cuphead. It is widely used for indie game development and is
regarded as simple to use by new developers. The engine can be used to create threedimensional and two-dimensional games, as well as interactive simulations and other
interactive experiences. Outside of video gaming, the engine has been adopted by
industries such as film, automotive, architecture, engineering, and construction.

Section 2.4

Oculus Quest 2

Figure 2.1: Oculus Quest 2 headset and controllers. Photo from website [15].
Oculus Quest 2 (marketed as Meta Quest 2 since November 2021) is a virtual reality (VR) headset developed by Facebook Technologies. As with its predecessor, the
Quest 2 can be used as a standalone headset with an internal Android-based operat12

2.5 XR Interaction Toolkit
Related Technology and Development Tools
ing system or with Oculus-compatible virtual reality software running on a desktop
computer via USB or Wi-Fi connection. It is a refresh of the original Oculus Quest,
featuring a similar design but with updated internal specifications, a higher refresh
rate and per-eye resolution display, and updated Oculus Touch controllers [16].

Section 2.5

XR Interaction Toolkit
The XR Interaction Toolkit package is a high-level, component-based, interaction
system for creating VR and AR experiences. It provides a framework that makes 3D
and UI interactions available from Unity input events. The core of this system is a
set of base Interactor and Interactable components, and an Interaction Manager that
ties these two types of components together. It also contains components that we can
use for locomotion and drawing visuals [17].

Section 2.6

Wit AI
Wit.ai is a company that has created a platform that allows developers to create
Siri-like speech interface. The company was founded in 2013 by Alexandre Lebrun,
Laurent Landowski, and Willy Blandin, in Palo Alto, California. This company has
created an API that turns natural language into actionable data. The platform uses
text or voice-based bots to chat with humans on mobile apps. The app allows for
hands-free uses while driving and other activities, and can automate other devices
such as thermostats, wearable devices, and more. The platform utilizes machine learning to analyze every human interaction, and improves its natural language processing
constantly [18].

13

Chapter 3

User Research
To examine the feasibility of voice assistance in virtual reality interaction and to gain
a better understanding of the challenges users face during virtual reality contact. I
asked that 10 students complete a questionnaire I designed. I arranged my survey
into 3 parts. The first part addressed the issues encountered by VR users. The part
two explored whether consumers believe voice contact can mitigate these problems.
The third part asked users to specify the features they believe a voice system should
have.

Section 3.1

User Research Results
I asked people to list the difficulties they encounter in VR. And 4 people believed
they did not always know where they were and had no idea how the VR world was
laid out; 1 person thought he knew where he was but did not know where the task
required them to be next, and I classified the two above situations as the first category,
Locations. Another 4 people were unsure whether certain items in the environment
were interactive or not, and I classified this as the second category, Items. The rest
of the people stated that their greatest difficulty was not knowing their current task,
14
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and I classified this as the third category, Tasks. As shown in Figure 3.1(a).
From Figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c), people believed that training systems and games
were the greatest places for voice recognition integration. In addition, they believe
that high accuracy and low latency are the most important characteristics of a successful voice recognition system.

Figure 3.1:

Users’ difficulties in VR(a), distributions of voice recognition in VR

applications, user’s expectations on voice recognition(c)
I asked them what they thought about voice recognition in VR and some of them
responded as follows :
S1:”VR is always not very userfriendly to people who is not farmiliar with VR,
so this voice interaction can help them overcome this obstable for sure!”
S2:”I think voice interaction can improve the user experience with existing graphics
interaction, as it is quicker, more natural, and convenient when busy looking around
and exploring with their controllers.”
S3:”It provides another option to convey information.”
S4:”It’s easier to say something than using the joysticks to buttons.”
One student wasn’t so positive because he thought accuracy would be a big issue,
mentioning in his questionnaire that ”Low accuracy can greatly a↵ect the e↵ectiveness
of voice recognition in VR”.
15
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But in general, most people are still optimistic about voice recognition in VR, and
they believe that voice can play a supporting role in guidance.

Section 3.2

User Research Analysis
The following conclusions can be drawn based on the questionnaire’s findings:
1. In more complex VR interaction environments, people are easily disoriented,
particularly in some complex training systems.
2. People believe that the essential characteristics of voice interaction are low
latency and simple, clear commands.
3. People prefer a combination of graphical user interface and virtual user interface
interaction and believe that a well-designed combination of both can achieve the e↵ect
of 1 + 1 > 2.
4. People have a favourable opinion of VUIs and believe that a good VUI’s
instructions should be straightforward and efficient.
We can organize the system’s fundamental features from the findings above, as
illustrated in the following Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: System Features

16
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Feature

Explanation
The scene space cannot be too small, the scene environment

Low Complexity

cannot be too simple, and the task set is preferably a multitasking system

Concise Operations

The training system is simple to operate, with clear and concise functions and reasonably designed UI elements

High Accuracy

The recognition of VR intelligent voice commands requires a
high degree of accuracy

Natural Guidance

The system can combine GUI and VUI to help users explore
in the environment.
Table 3.1: System’s Core Features

In the next chapter, I’ll start with a system design based on the four core components.

17

Chapter 4

System Design
Based on this user research, I divided the system into four main parts, as shown in
the Figure 4.1: the VR environment module, VR interaction module, voice guidance
module, and multitasking module. The functions of each module are briefly described
below.

Figure 4.1: System Design Architecture

Section 4.1

VR Environment Module
This system is a virtual reality environment for auto repair, and the environment
should help users in efficiently completing their tasks. Therefore, it is essential to
create an appropriate environment.
Specifically, the environment should possess a certain complexity. The car repair
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jobs should be divided into multiple sections, challenging the user to constantly shift
their position in the environment, hence increasing the need for voice commands.
Users in this environment, for instance, can say ”Go to section A” to instantaneously
change their location without requiring a manual location transfer.

Figure 4.2: Garage Layout
The layout of this system is represented in Figure 4.2. There will be a blind spot at
a right angle between separate parts, prohibiting users from teleporting directly from
one location to another using the teleportation function. Additionally, this layout
places the A section in the centre of all areas, as it is where users spend the majority
of their time.

Section 4.2

VR Interaction Module
I did not intend to create highly complex tasks since my primary objective is not to
train users to repair cars but to investigate the feasibility of intelligent voice guidance
in virtual reality. As a result, all virtual reality interactions are simplified to some
degree. The following are the most frequent forms of interaction in this system:
Direct and indirect object interaction. For close-range items, users should be
able to interact with them directly with their hands; for long-range items, users can
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interact with them indirectly via rays.
UI Interaction. The user can use rays to interact with the UI panel without
interfering with object interactions. The UI panel should not obstruct the user’s
view and should be able to be hidden or shown at the user’s decision.
Teleportation. The user’s left and right hands should be able to transmit rays
concurrently, with no interference between teleportation and interacting rays.
Joystick. Users can use joysticks to rotate themselves in virtual reality, eliminating
the need to turn around in real life.
Highlight Hover Object. When the user selects an object in the scene, the object’s
material is highlighted, indicating which object the user is interacting with.
Snap Zone. When a user holds an item and touches a specific area, the item
automatically snaps to that location. This enables easier interaction with the user.

Section 4.3

Voice Guidance Module
This system makes use of two distinct types of voice guidance. The simplest and most
common type of voice guidance is basic voice guidance, which includes voice guidance
without voice recognition; the second type of voice guidance uses voice recognition
technology.
4.3.1. Basic Voice Guidance
This system has some voice tutorials set up before the task begins to guide the user,
allowing the user to quickly grasp the fundamental interaction operations of VR and
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voice interaction. Two examples of guidance for voice tutorials are provided below.
Example One
”Hello, and welcome to our auto-repair scene. In this scene, you must complete 8
tasks in 20 minutes. Each activity is related to a tutorial, which you may reference
when you’re unsure what to do. In the left info panel, you can also check your current
status. In the middle is the tutorial panel. On the right is the voice help panel and
you can also trigger certain voice commands that will help you do your task faster.
Let me teach you some basic VR interactions before you begin your task. Now click
the basic VR tutorial to start the basic VR instruction.”
Example Two
”This is a tutorial on how to replace a tire. To remove the right front damaged tire,
first proceed to section D and get a wrench. Second, use the wrench to take o↵ 4
screws so that you can remove the damaged tire. Then go to Section C to obtain a
replacement tire. Finally, return to section A to install the new tire.”
In addition to tutorial voice advice, the system also provides ”passive feedback”
voice guidance. These voices of passive feedback can increase user confidence in the
process. For example, when the user finds and picks up the target wrench in the
scene, the voice guidance ”Good job” will be triggered. When a user completes their
first task, the voice will say, ”Congratulations, you have completed your first task”.
4.3.2. Intelligent Voice Guidance
Voice Commands. Intelligent voice interaction is a critical component of this system, and the environment and elements are all designed to support voice interaction.
We can speculate on the difficulties users may encounter when interacting with objects
in this system.
1) Users want to reach a specific location or return to the origin quickly.
2) Users want to know their task process and their remaining time.
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3) Users want to know how to complete a particular task.
According to the above difficulties, I designed three voice command categories:
Location, Information, and Question.
Table 4.1: Voice Commands
Category

Commands

Location

Go to section A/B/C/D

Information

Show my task/show rest of time/main menu/voice help

Question

How to replace tires/lights/filter/engine/brake fluid/fuel car

Voice Commands Feedback. All user-initiated questions to the system as described above. At the end of this step, the system should provide an appropriate
voice response to verify that the question is understood correctly. For example, if a
user asks the system ”how to change a tire,” the voice interaction system will respond
with ”Ok, open tire replacement tutorial” and then operate. If the system cannot
extract keywords from the person’s voice, it will respond with ”Sorry, I didn’t catch
that; please press A and repeat.” Figure 4.3 shows the process. We can improve the
user experience by integrating voice interaction with voice feedback.

Figure 4.3: Voice Command Feedback
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Section 4.4

Multitask Module
In this VR environment, the user’s objective is to understand the tutorial and complete the required tasks as quickly as possible using voice guidance. To maximize
the usage of voice guidance in the environment, I created and distributed eight tasks
throughout the environment.
Table 4.2: Voice Commands
Section Name

Elements

A(Operation Area)

All car-related operations are performed in this area

B(Liquid Zone)

Show my task/show rest of time/main menu/voice help

C(Tire Area)

Brake fluid, coolant, power steering fluid, transmission
fluid, water remover

D(Tools Area)

Wrench, screwdriver,wiper,filter

Figure 4.4: Garage 3D Layout
The specific tasks and the sections involved are shown in the following table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Task Sections

Task Name

Sections Involved

Replace Tire

A, C, D

Replace Lights

A,D

Replace Brake fluid

A, B

Replace Filter

A, D

Replace Engine

A, D

Replace Engine Oil

A, D

Refuel Car

A

Paint Car

A

As shown from the above Table 4.3, in most tasks, the user needs to repeatedly
change positions between di↵erent areas, increasing the system’s complexity to a
certain extent. When I designed the specific steps for each task, I followed the below
guidelines:
1)Avoid developing overly complicated task content;
2)Task steps should not be too cumbersome, otherwise users might feel nauseous
in this environment;
3)The task steps should best reflect the benefits of voice guidance.
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Prototype Design
This chapter is about the prototype design of this training system. Prototype design
mainly includes UI design, VR environment design, car design and tutorial diagram
design.

Section 5.1

UI Design
5.1.1. UI Color Design
To prevent the users’ view from being obscured, I designed the UI to be small and
transparent. I chose a colour palette of blue, white, and yellow for the design. Blue is
the primary backdrop colour, white is mostly utilized for regional division, and yellow
is the highlight colour since it can serve as a reminder to users.
5.1.2. UI Panels Design
User interactions with UI may include the following scenarios:
1) User clicks on the task area of UI to view their current task progress;
2) Users view a step-by-step tutorial;
3) Users view the current voice command;
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4) User activate voice recognition to say some voice commands.
Based on these possible scenarios, I have designed the following four main panels:
the audio text panel, the main UI panel, the tutorial panel, and the voice panel.
Audio Text Panel. Text is used to complement the voice for users to grasp the
tutorial’s content.

Figure 5.1: Audio Text Panel

Main Menu. The main panel includes all the UI information, the task progress
panel on the left, the tutorial panel in the middle, and the voice commands panel on
the right.

Figure 5.2: Main Menu

Tutorial Panel. Users can view a specific step-by-step tutorial, such as viewing
how to change a tire.
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Figure 5.3: Tutorial Panel

Voice Help Panel. When the user says ”Voice Help”, this panel will automatically
open to provide some voice instructions.

Figure 5.4: Voice Help Panel

Section 5.2

Environment Design
Two-eye rendering in virtual reality imposes a significant performance cost. In virtual reality, an overly realistic scene causes significant delay, and there are no postprocessing e↵ects available. Consequently, I adopted a simplistic and cartoonish
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model style, which can significantly increase the speed of this system.

Figure 5.5: Garage VR Environment

Section 5.3

Car Design
The majority of models in the system are simplified versions. The car is the most
important scene model in this project, so it is also necessary to simplify the car’s
design slightly.
Car Body. a car that retains the tires, screws, gas cap, oil tank, freezing fluid
bottle, and wipers while simplifying the car’s shape and under-the-hood components.
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Figure 5.6: Simplified Car Model

Tires. whereas ordinary tires have a number of screws, this project reduces the
number of screws to just four.
Car Parts Under Hood. For the items under the hood, I only kept the containers
for engine oil, brake fluid, engine oil.

Figure 5.7: Car Parts Under Hood

Section 5.4

Tutorial Diagram Design
In order for users to get familiar with the VR environment and master some basic
VR operations as soon as possible, I have designed a VR basis diagrams, as shown in
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Figures 5.8(a).

Figure 5.8: VR Tutorials
In order for users to quickly learn how to use the voice guidance in the system, I
have designed the voice guidance diagram shown in the Figure 5.8(b).
Besides, the system is designed with 8 repair tasks. Users need some guidance
tutorials to help them quickly familiarize themselves with the current task, so I also
designed some car-repair tutorials. Figure 5.8(c) and 5.8(d) are tutorial diagrams for
replacing tires and brake fluid.
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Chapter 6

Implementation
This chapter focuses primarily on the technical implementation details for this project,
which are divided into four categories: basic virtual reality interaction, voice recognition implementation, multitask implementation, and virtual reality optimization and
performance implementation.

Section 6.1

VR Basic Interaction Implementation
This project relies heavily on the XR Tool Kit to create all VR interaction features. It
focuses on virtual reality interactions such as user teleportation, direct and indirect
object interaction, user interface interaction, and the snap zone. The subsequent
sections describe the entire process for each part.
6.1.1. Teleportation
The user can quickly teleport to the desired location by pressing the Tigger Button
in this project’s setup. In order to make both hands share the same function, we need
to add XR Controller scripts to both controllers and set Active Usage to Trigger,
as shown in Figure 6.1. Besides, add Teleportation Area scripts to ground objects to
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allow for teleportation.

Figure 6.1: XR Tool Kit Scripts

6.1.2. Object Interaction
Indirect Interaction is the most common type of Interaction in virtual reality. The
XR Ray Interactor script must be added to the controller to enable Interaction with
the ray, similarly to how teleportation is implemented. The XR Grab Interactable
must also be added to the object being interacted with.
Direct Interaction and Indirect Interaction are similar; instead of using XR Ray
Interactor script, direct Interaction needs the XR Direct Interactor script.
To ensure the correct alignment of objects after being picked up, I attached an
anchor as a new pivot point to the item and then altered the orientation of the subobject. Because the default orientation of Oculus is y-axis up and z-axis forward, the
rotation direction of this anchor should match, as indicated in Figure 6.2 below.
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Figure 6.2: Di↵erent Anchor Rotations and Oculus Rotation
Left is the default anchor, middle is the customized anchor, right is the Oculus direction

6.1.3. User Interface Interaction
UI interaction also uses a ray detection approach, but when user is interacting with
the UI, teleportation rays and object interaction rays must be deactivated.
6.1.4. Snap Zone
A Snap Zone (or Snap Drop Zone) is a designated area where a user can place an
object near it, illuminating a shape to indicate that users can place it there. Upon
releasing the held object, it will ”snap” into place.
This is handy for guiding the player on where particular objects should be placed
and allows specific objects to be dropped in the Snap Zone.

Figure 6.3: Yellow Snap Zone
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Many locations throughout this system require snap zones; for example, when the
user holds a tire, the tire should automatically attach to the correct position when
the new tire enters this area. XR Socket Interactor script can help do this, but the
script does not filter for interactable items. As a result, the script code needed to be
modified to include the ability to filter by the object’s tag.

Section 6.2

VR Voice Recognition Implementation
According to the previous questionnaire, participants desire high accuracy and low
latency for voice recognition in virtual reality. Additionally, the process of voice
interaction should provide the user with some degree of freedom. This means that
the process is not simply speech-to-text but extracting the user’s intent from the
text after speech-to-text and detecting the user’s intent to match the intent in the
database. Wit.ai can meet all the requirements of this system. For example, if a user
says ”Tire replacement procedure ” in the system, but the text trained by the system
is ”how to replace tires”, the two do not match in terms of text. However, in terms
of intent, the two mean the same thing. Ideally, voice recognition should treat both
equally.

Figure 6.4: A comparison of the two methods
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Wit.ai can let developers create a Siri-like speech interface. The company has
developed an API that converts natural language into useful information. The software enables hands-free driving and other activities and automates other devices like
thermostats, wearables, and more.
6.2.1. Wit.ai Voice Recognition Process
Wit.ai first extracts the user’s intent from a statement and then acts appropriately
when the system recognizes that the user’s intent is the same. However, if the user no
longer says ”set temperature to 70” but ”set temperature to 62”, the above setting
will not be accurate. In order to give the user some freedom, the keyword ”70 degrees”
can be set to a new entity named temperature and the value of this entity is 70. If the
user wants to set the temperature to 62 degrees, then the value is 62. The detailed
process is shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: Wit intend and entity extracting process

Voice Training in Wit.ai. As mentioned in the previous section, the project
divides the user’s commands into three parts, namely Location, Information and
Question. Thus when setting intent in Wit.ai, I still followed this guideline and
classified the user’s intent into the following three categories.
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Table 6.1: Voice Recognition Entity Values
Intend

Entity

Arrive at the destination

Locations = [A,B,C,D]

Car repair questions

Car parts = [Tire,Filter,Brake Fluid, Engine, Oil]

Show info

Informations = [Menu, Time, Voice Help, Task]

The category ’arrive at the destination’ refers to the locations entities. The category ’car repair questions’ refers to the car parts entities, and the category ’show
info’ refers to the information entities.
The preset value setting can increase the system’s accuracy, reducing latency.
When the user says ”how to replace tires,” the system matches this text to the
intent of car repair questions, then extracts the keyword ’tires’ from the sentence and
compares it to our predefined value. If the system’s accuracy is over 0.95, it will
respond.
6.2.2. Voice Recognition in Unity
Wit.ai is compatible with Unity and can be used in a VR project consists of the
following steps: voice configuration, voice listening, voice processing, and voice feedback.
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Figure 6.6: Wit.ai Voice Recognition Process
First, I downloaded the Oculus Voice SDK in Unity and matched the local Server
Access Token with the token in Wit.ai; Figure 6.7 displays the associated information, including the application name, intents, and entity, indicating that the link was
successful.

Figure 6.7: Wit.ai Configuration
The Voice SDK includes an App Voice Experience and Wit scripts for voice
recognition. The App Voice Experience has a variety of events, including Activation
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Results Events and Activation/Deactivation Events. They are capable of listening to
di↵erent stages of voice recognition. I created several response handlers in the scene
and added Wit Response Matcher scripts to them in order to listen to the entity’s
value, and in the Value Matchers, I specifed a number of values to listen to, as shown
in the Figure 6.10 below.
I configured various functions in Multi Value Event to be invoked when the value
of the detected entity changes, so achieving the e↵ect of providing varied feedback to
voice input.

Figure 6.8: Wit Response Matcher
Figure 6.11 illustrates the detailed process of wit.ai speech processing. The user
must activate speech recognition by pressing the A button on the oculus; once the
user has been heard, the system will begin processing the user’s voice, matching the
intended entity, and finally providing feedback to the user.
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Figure 6.9: Voice Recognition Detailed Process

6.2.3. Improve Confidence and Freedom
To improve the accuracy of speech recognition and the system’s feedback speed. The
model must be trained with a sufficient number of statements with the same meaning.
Sentences with the same meaning as ”How to replace tires” are:
(1) ”Could you please explain how to replace tires?”
(2) ”How to change the tires?”
(3) ”Process of tire replacement.”
(4)”Tire replacement procedure.”
The more similar sentences we use, the more accurate and faster the system will be.
Additionally, other synonyms can be included to the training model, such as ”change”
and ”replace,” ”menu” and ”panel,” ”task” and ”mission,” ”fuel” and ”refuel,” etc.
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Section 6.3

Multitask Implementation
Within this system, users must complete eight tasks. When users complete a task,
the system’s UI panel is updated with the task’s progress, and the voice system
responds with appropriate voice feedback. I used a Data Manager to keep track
of any data changes. When a task is completed, the Data Manager automatically
updates the data and notifies the UI Manager and Audio Manager. The UI Manager
updates the UI panel when it receives the message, and the Audio Manager plays the
corresponding audio.

Figure 6.10: Multitask Process

Section 6.4

VR Optimization and Performance
Implementation
Before to optimization, this system is frequently sluggish, falling short of Oculus’
performance goal. Three fundamental conditions must be satisfied to opimize this
system:
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1. At least 72 frames per second;
2. Between 150 and 175 draw calls each frame;
3. Each frame has between 750000 and 1000000 triangles.
System optimization is required to increase the project’s speed. Model, textures,
light baking, static batching and quality setting [19] have all been optimized for this
project. The project works quite nicely in Oculus after the optimization.
6.4.1. Models
All models in the scene should not have overly complex geometry. Appropriate simplification is also required for more complex objects, such as cars.
6.4.2. Textures
To properly compress the material, change the Texture Compression type in the
project settings to ASTC. This compression setting can help us eliminate unnecessary data while still achieving high-quality results. Also, when setting up individual
textures, the Generate Mip Maps option needs to be checked so that the system can
dynamically apply a resolution texture based on the distance between the camera and
the objects.
6.4.3. Light Baking
Set the mode of the directional light given in the environment to baked, which will
generate several baked lightmaps that will make the light calculation faster. Also,
change the Light Mode to Subtractive mode, as shown in Figure 6.11.
6.4.4. Static Batchin
Items that never move in the scene, such as those on the floor, walls, ceilings, cabinets,
and shelves, must be set as Batching Static objects. This avoids the need for Unity
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to calculate the e↵ect of illumination on these static elements on a frame-by-frame
basis, as they are always the same.

Figure 6.11: Light Setting

6.4.5. Project Setting
In virtual reality, the quality should not be set too high. Consequently, the quality
setting in Player Settings must be decreased to increase the speed of the mobile device.

Figure 6.12: Project Setting
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Chapter 7

Test and Evaluation
I evaluated this system through a user study with 20 participants, comparing it to a
system without voice guidance.

Section 7.1

Test
7.1.1. Participants

Figure 7.1: Some of the participants who took the test
A total of students(female = 13, male = 7) participated in the test: 12 of them claimed
they did not have any VR experience, and 8 claimed they had some VR experience.
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Specifically, 4 females have VR experience and 4 males have VR experience. The
subjects ranged in age from 18 to 27 years. I divided them evenly into 2 groups, one
group is with voice guidance, one group is without voice guidance. In both groups,
there are 4 people with VR experience and 6 people without.

Figure 7.2: Gender distribution of participants(a), VR experience distribution in both
groups(b), gender distribution in both groups(c)

7.1.2. Task Content
To keep the experiment within the 20-minute time limit, I assigned the participants
3 tasks: tire change, brake fluid change, and engine change. Participants were instructed to perform the repair task by following the steps presented in Table 7.1. Here,
I tracked ’Task Completion Time’, ’Number of Errors’, and ’Number of inquiries’.
’Task Completion Time’ was calculated from the time participants began performing maintenance to the time they completed the task – excluding time spent on VR
training and voice recognition training part.
’Number of Errors’ was calculated based on instances in which participants failed
to perform a step correctly and did not immediately correct the error.
’Number of Inquiries’ was calculated based on the questions that participants ask
me when they were unsure what to do.
At the end of the test, users were also asked to fill out a questionnaire containing
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five questions, which focused on their subjective evaluation of the system.
Table 7.1: Sequence of Task Steps
No.

Interaction Step pf the User

No.

Interaction Step pf the User

1

Go to section D

11

Go to section A

2

Find a new wrench

12

Open Car hood

3

Go to section A

13

Remove fluid lid

4

Remove 4 screws

14

Fill up the brake fluid

5

Go to section C

15

Go to section D

6

Get a new tire

16

Get a new engine

7

Go to section A

17

Go to section A

8

Install new tire

18

Remove old engine

9

Go to section B

19

Replace new engine

10

Find brake fluid

7.1.3. Procedure
I divided participants equally into two groups, group 1 is the group with voice guidance, and group 2 is the group without voice guidance. Group2’s virtual reality environment is built on group1’s, and I did not entirely redesign group2’s virtual reality
environment. I disabled the environment’s sound and removed the voice component
from the user interface elements.
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Figure 7.3: Goup 1 UI in VR(a), Group 2 UI in VR(b)
Both groups had precisely the same task content. Before entering the task, all
participants would receive virtual reality training. Group 1 will receive additional
voice recognition training. After finishing the training part, both groups will begin
their assigned tasks.
While participants are completing the study, they are welcome to ask me questions
if they are unsure of what to do, and I will keep track of the questions they ask and
the number of times they ask.

Figure 7.4: A participant is clicking UI(a), removing screws(b), filling in brake fluid(c)
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Section 7.2

Findings
7.2.1. Task Performance
From these three boxplots Figure 7.5, it can be seen that the distribution interval of
the second group is higher than the first group. I also calculated the average values
of ’Task completion time’, ’Number of Errors’, and ’Number of Inquires’ for the two
groups, as shown Figure 7.6.

Figure 7.5: Boxplots of the task completion time(a), number of errors(b) and number
of inquires(c) between group 1 and group 2
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Figure 7.6: Comparision of the mean values of the 3 parameters(a), task completion
time in di↵erent cases(b)
I used the two-sample t-test [20] to determine whether there was a di↵erence
in ’Task Completion Time’, ’Number of Errors’, and ’Number of Inquiries’ between
groups 1 and group 2. The two-sample t-test method generated a statistic Z that was
used to determine the significance of an outcome. As a result, I compared the means
of groups 1 and group 2 to determine if a di↵erence existed. When the statistic Z
has an absolute value greater than 1.96, the p-value is less than 0.05, I believed a
distinction existed between the two groups. On the other hand, if the absolute value
of Z is less than 1.96, indicating that the p-value is greater than 0.05. In this case, I
concluded that there is no distinction exists between the two groups.
Figure 7.6(a) shows the results of the means of ’Task Completion Time’, ’Number
of Errors’, and ’Number of Inquiries’. I calculated the z-values and found significant
di↵erences for all three parameters in both group 1 and group 2. Specifically, the result
2

for ’Task Completion Time’ is (|Z| = 2.06 > 1.96,
result for ’Number of Errors’ is (|Z| = 2.24 > 1.96,
the results for is (|Z| = 2.49 > 1.96,

2

2

= 4.25 > 3.84 , p < 0.05),

= 5.04 > 3.84 , p < 0.05 and

= 6.21 > 3.84 , p < 0.05).

To investigate whether voice guidance has a significant e↵ect on the inexperienced
participants, I first I looked at the connection between ’With VR Experience, No
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Voice Guidance’ and ’With VR Experience, With Voice Guidance’. The z-value for
this two case is (|Z| = 2.95 > 1.96;

2

= 8.70 > 3.84 p < 0.05) which means these

two cases di↵erence is significant. Then I calculated the z-value between ’No VR
Experience, With Voice Guidance’ and ’With VR Experience, No voice Guidance’,
the result is (|Z| = 0.29 < 1.96;

2

= 0.08 < 3.84 p > 0.05), and this means there

is no big di↵erence between these two cases. From the above calculation results, it
can be known that when participants have no voice guidance, whether they have
VR experience can result in significant di↵erences in results, but if participants have
voice guidance, experience becomes less important, which may indicate that voice can
compensate for a lack of experience.
7.2.2. User Preferences and Comments
The majority of participants found voice coaching to be extremely helpful, while less
than 20% thought it to be only somewhat helpful. A veteran virtual reality person
was one of the participants who felt that voice advice was ine↵ective; he felt that
voice guidance reduced his enjoyment of exploring virtual reality
I also gathered information about participants’ opinions of the system and asked
them to rate it on a scale of 1 to 5, as shown in Figure 7.7(a). While the participants’

Figure 7.7: Users’ ratings of di↵erent features of the system(a), users’ feedback on
the usefulness of the system(b)
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overall assessment of the system is positive, they believe that its accuracy could be
improved further. I also asked all participants which voice guidance was the most
useful; most of them thought the voice command ”go to section A/B/C/D” to be
the most useful, as they found the ability to transmit location very convenient when
performing tasks.
I collected the comments from the participants for this system, some of which are
as follows:
P1: ”I think the voice guidance is beneficial because he tells me where to go and
then I can just say ”I want to go to A” with my voice, which is very convenient for
me.”
P2: ”I’m a chemistry major, and I believe voice guidance can be applied to the
systems we use to conduct experiments. I imagine that a system for conducting VR
experiments with voice guidance would be very promising.”
P3: ”I believe your system is still relatively simple; if the system becomes more
complex, the use of voice guidance will be more useful.“
P4: ”I believe that the voice guidance enhances my confidence in my actions. It
gives me more trust that I am doing the right thing at this time.”

Section 7.3

Discussion
I expected that voice guidance would be beneficial and that participants with voice
guidance would have a better VR experience. This hypothesis is supported: The task
completion time, number of errors and queries of the second group is significantly
higher than that of the first group.
Additionally, inexperienced participants performed significantly worse than experienced participants without the assistance of voice guidance. However, after the
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addition of voice guidance, there was little di↵erence in performance between inexperienced and experienced participants. As a result, we can conclude that voice
guidance is very beneficial and e↵ective for inexperienced users.
It is worth noting that the above conclusion is not entirely correct, as the system
is designed with some minor limitations, such as:
1) The majority of participants were in their twenties, which is insufficiently representative;
2) Since I knew the majority of the participants, there may be some bias in their
results;
3) Group 2(no voice guidance)’s system is overly simplistic and potentially exaggerates the disadvantages of lacking voice guidance.
But in general, intelligent voice guidance still has some value and significance.
This is still a direction that can be explored and researched in the future.
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Conclusion
In this thesis, I designed and develop a virtual reality car repair training system to
explore the value of intelligent voice guidance in VR based on NLP technology. In
this system, users can use their voices to interact with system objects, view their
current status, inquire about specific task steps, teleport to di↵erent work areas, view
all voice commands, etc. I began by conducting research on existing virtual reality
and voice recognition applications. Then I conducted a study regarding people’s voice
guidance expectations. After designing and implementing this VR system, I asked
twenty individuals to test it. I compared the’ ’Task Completion Time,’ ’Number of
Errors,’ and ’Number of Inquiries’ in both groups(with voice guidance or not). The
statistic |z| and p values of the study indicate that intelligent voice guidance is an
e↵ective method for teaching the training task, particularly for individuals with no
prior experience with virtual reality. However, the current system has a degree of
inaccuracy and there is still some limitation in the user study design that both must
be addressed in the future.
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